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INTRODUCTION 
The American family is faced with a need for more recreation. Un-
told millions of Americans are thronging into the open spaces. Some of 
them are merely trying to escape from the fast tempo of modern urban 
living, and others are searching for recreation and adventure. "The 
relationship of man to his physical world is a fundamental factor in 
human living and understanding and appreciation of the outdoors should 
be the heritage of every hmnan being."1 Primitive camping can play an 
important role in helping to fulfill this need. Along the thousands of 
miles of good highways leading into the narrow roads to the wilderness 
are found many cars taking their families to the starting point for a 
pioneering adventure. Due to the high speed and the good roads, families 
can travel great distances to reach a challenging wilderness. There is 
little doubt that our good roads with their vast number of service 
stations and restaurants enlarge the horizon of recreation. 
Primitive camping is actually quite old. It was the way of life 
of our ancestors. Today it is being revived as a new area of recreation. 
It has a beckoning call to many an adventurer who never before felt that 
he had the time or money for such an outing. 
The trend toward urbanization has had a marked influence upon lives 
of many. The American people today have a shorter work week than a few 
years ago, mechanization increases cause a reduction of physical energy 
1Julian w. Smith, "Adventure in Outdoor Education," Journal of 
Health-Physical Education-Recreation (May-June, 1955), p. 8. 
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required by the job, life expectancy is lengthened and the retirement 
age lowered. In many cases vacations have been lengthened, and wages 
have been increased. The general health of the people is improved. This 
gives the typical family more time and more money for recreation. 
Outfitting concerns are opening businesses close to many wilderness 
areas. From them the family may rent .the needed equipment rather inex-
pensively. 
''Real camping" is simply living outdoors, comfortably and enjoyably. 
It implies a love of the out-of-doors, of sun and wind and stars. It 
implies likewise a knowledge of camp craft and woodcraft, or at least 
a desire and a disposition to learn the skills of a woodsman. It will 
not, however, "just happen," but must be consciously planned. 
"Good camping requires an appreciation not only of nature but of 
human nature. It requires faith in both, despite hurricanes of the one 
and temperaments of the other. 111 
Primitive camping is learning to live comfortably in the wilderness 
(not accessible by car), with a minimum of equipment. 
1a. Alice Drought, ~ camping Manual (New York: A. s. Barnes and 
Company, 1943), p. 5. 
Limitations of the Study 
1. Transportation used by the family to get to the starting point or 
the edge of the wilderness is not specified or limited. 
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2. Methods of getting from the edge of the wilderness to the primitive 
cam.psight will be by hiking, traveling by canoe or on horseback. 
3. Only primitive cam.ping during the summer months: June, July, and 
August, will be included. 
4. Types of camping discussed in this paper will be preparatory trips, 
hiking, mountaineering, canoeing and horseback riding. 
5. Only people in good health should go primitive cam.ping. 
6. Children under eight and people over sixty (unless in very good 
health), should not go primitive cam.ping. 
Objectives of Camping 
Within the last few years a summer vacation for the family has 
become a long sight-seeing tour in a car, a summer resort with all its 
artificiality, or a rented cabin, where mother, with few conveniences, 
worked harder than at home and watched the children while dad played 
golf or went fishing. 
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By taking the family into the woods for primitive camping, each 
member of the family has an opportunity for one of the richest and most 
meaningful experiences. They will grow, become a closer knit unit, 
learn to work, play and plan together, and have a wonderful vacation. 
The woods offers refreshment of body, mind and spirit, and release from 
the tensions and burdens of a highly demanding civilization. To be 
exposed to the wonders of nature is one of the finest experiences. The 
outdoors offers new outlets for healthful living which can become an 
important part of life. People naturally love the outdoors and turn to 
it if they have, as children, had opportunities to play, hike and camp 
in it. 
Organized sports such as basketball one can play when young. But 
outdoor life can be enjoyed at any age. It is possible to look up to 
the changing sky from the glory of the dawn, so seldom seen from houses, 
to the galaxy at night. 
"Camping leaves its mark on every spirit and quickens a spark: it 
offers meaningful experiences that enrich the soul. Life in the open 
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affords scope for a 'closer walk with God. 1111 
Just getting out-of-doors will help people physically, resulting 
in growth, suntanned skin, keener appetite, improved muscular tone and 
coordination. In an automotive age lived chiefly indoors, children tend 
to become flabby. Mastery of axmanship, swimm~ng, or canoeing will 
increase their endurance; rugged living will give them stamina. 
Through camping, people find opportunity for satisfaction of their 
basic desires - affection, achievement, recognition, security and new 
experiences. 
Camping fulfills the sixth cardinal objective of education, "worthy 
use of leisure time." 
There is a desire on the part of all persons to learn new things, to 
improve themselves, to gain health, and to be able to direct their lives 
properly. Camping is the place where many people "find" themselves or 
"come into their own." 
"The camp and trail, better than anything else, develops initiative, 
self-reliance, and resourcefulness, and renews a man's confidence in 
himself, and his ability to stand alone. Here he learns, in contention 
with Nature and the elements to use his brain, his eyes, and his hands. 
He must do for himself many things that in conventional life he depends 
upon others to do for him. He learns to rise above discomfort and dis-
couragement, and to bear his burdens and deprivations without complaint."! 
1Girl f Scouts o the U.S.A., Program in Q.!!'.! Scout Camping (New York: 
1959). 
2nillon Wallace, :fh!. Campers' Handbook (New York: Fleming H. Revall 
Company, 19 36) • 
"There is no more delicious and soothing tonic than the perfume 
of pine, balsam, fir or spruce. The pure untainted air of the open 
spaces expands the clogged lungs, quickens the blood, and clears the 
brain. The melodious songs of birds, the chatter of squirrels, and 
murmuring brook, the wild free song of the rapid bring peace and calm 
of our soul. ul 
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TYPES OF CAMPING 
Preparatory Trips 
Before going into the woods on a primitive camping trip one should 
take a short preparatory trip. This trip should be to check equipment to 
make sure it is in good condition; to make sure one knows how to prepare 
the meals and likes all of the food; to condition the muscles to the work 
that has to be done in living outdoors; to get used to living and 
sleeping outside. A preparatory trip is also a good check to make sure 
one has everything that will be needed. Once a group gets into the woods 
it is rather late to go back after articles that would have made living 
more convenient. One should practice the means of travel that is to be 
wed in the woods whether it be hiking, mountain climbing, canoeing or 
horseback riding. 
Hiking 
Hiking may be defined as traveling or journeying or wandering afoot, 
usually through or along woodland trails, at a moderate pace, suitable 
to most people. 
Good care should be taken of one's feet. On a tramping expedition 
a walker can go only as far as his feet will take him. Bathe the feet 
at least once every day. It toughens the feet to bathe them in cold salt 
water or alcohol. Sprinkle plenty of talcum powder into the shoes before 
a long hike. Small foot injuries are dangerous; treat them with anti:-
septic and sterile dressing. 
A pair of good shoes with thick soles are needed. They should not 
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be new, if tight they hurt, if loose they blister. Use light wool or 
cotton socks with no holes or darning. Change footwear every evening, 
it's comfortable and refreshing. 
Know what the weather is like in the part of the country one is 
planning to travel in and be prepared. 
Carrying a pack becomes an art, as one learns how. The weight 
should be snug against the back, resting against the shoulders and as 
far down as the small of the back. A long· pack carries better than a 
short, stubby one. The length of the basket or pack depends on the 
length of one's back, too. 
"Total weight carried, the method of packing a rucksack and the 
type of pack carried may vary from camper to camper. Only experience 
can teach each camper which combination is most comfortable for him, but 
here are some general rules, based on other campers' past experience. 
Weight for maximum efficiency and least physical strain should be 
slightly over 20% of the hikers' body weight. However, unless a girl is 
more than 20 pounds over weight, 25% of her body weight is still safe 
and efficient. Needless to say, these figures apply to girls in good 
health and good physical condition."1 
In hiking the pleasure one will have will be in proportion to the 
weight of the packs. If they are heavy, weighted down with unnecessary 
items, then one will be tired, lame, disgruntled and discouraged. But 
if the pack is light and yet contains all the camping essentials, one 
1Program in Girl Scout Camping, ££.• .£.!£. 
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will go gaily on his way uphill and downhill, with energy plus for 
fishing, exploring and moseying around. 
Carry a little water that is known to be safe. That way one is 
sure of having some. 
Rest after every meal for half an hour improves the day a great 
deal. A number of walking trips are spoiled by \lOrrying about the next 
day or next week. Worry spoils digestion - digestion gone, sleep goes. 
Remember, "the man with the knapsack is never lost. No matter 
whither he may stray, his food and shelter are right with him and home 
is wherever he may choose to stop.n1 
Mountaineering 
Mountaineering is probably the most scientific form of walking. It 
is a sort of inclined plane walking, except that the leg must be lifted 
by intentional effort. All basic rules of hiking apply in mountaineering. 
Let the leader lead and never get ahead of the leader without his per-
mission. Don't climb when not physically fit. Always keep hands free. 
Each individual should have his own knapsack. If hiking in shorts, carry 
jeans in the duffel. 
Learn to conserve energy when climbing. Do not lift the foot any 
higher than necessary. on a slope, use small steps upward, not long ones. 
Swing the leg over obstacles, do not climb on them. on the trail, 
lengthen the stride. Average normal pace is around three miles an hour, 
but in going uphill in high altitude, a party averages only a thousand 
1Horace Kephart, camping and Woodcraft, Volume I (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1921), p. 97. 
foot gain in elevation per hour. Descending time is approximately one 
half of the ascending time. 
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One should start a climbing day slowly for the first hour and then 
assume a steady, rhythmic pace. It is unwise to lie down or even sit 
down too often for long rests because the body cools off and one loses 
the effect of second wind, the differences in reclining, sitting and 
standing pulse rates are apt to make one feel faint if, in high altitudes, 
one starts climbing immediately after standing up from a reclining posi-
tion. 
Eating on the way uphill is apt to give one mountain sickness. 
A group planning to climb should know at what time of day it gets 
dark at that season of the year and how long it will take to reach the 
spot that was picked, then set a starting time and a time for returning. 
Much of the mountain weather is best in the morning. An hour on the 
trail in the morning is worth two in the afternoon and three in the 
evening. 
Never climb beyond one's ability and knowledge. Special climbing 
equipment for ice and rock climbing should be used. 
Do not drink glacial water unless necessary and then strain it 
{add salt to water). Glacial water causes diarrhea and often contains 
small sharp particles dangerous to the throat. In high altitudes, fats 
and proteins require more oxygen than carbohydrates for fuel during the 
day. Cooking time for boiled foods almost doubles every 5,000 feet. 
Horseback 
A horse requires a little more food and water than a mule or burro 
but is a better creature to live with from day to day. 
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All equipment and provisions, except bedding, tents and the like, 
should be carried in kyaks or panniers. This is a box open at the top 
end with loops for hooking onto the pack saddle. The pack saddle (common 
sawback saddle) is usually the choice of most packers. It is like an 
ordinary wood sawbuck, only of smaller dimensions, set on a horse in the 
saddle position. It should be well padded with blankets. It should 
have a breeching and a breast strap to keep the pack from slipping. With-
out these there is always the danger of not getting the cinch tight 
enough to prevent slipping. Cooking utensils should go into a thin, 
waterproof plywood box with the corners rounded. 
The horses must be shod for mountain travel or they will go lame 
in a short time. Extra shoes and shoeing equipment will be needed on an 
extended trip. The western saddle should be used because one will want 
to use the horn in dragging wood into camp, getting a horse out of a 
bogged spot, and other jobs. For mountain travel, where steep places 
are traveled, the double cinch on the riding saddle works best. 
Canoeing 
A canoe may rock a great deal from side to side but actually it is 
very stable. It will even float full of water. Lack of experience and 
confidence in the canoe causes many people either to avoid the sport or 
to approach it with fear and reluctance. A little instruction quickly 
overcomes these misgivings and opens priceless channels to joy and 
recreation in the open. 
The canoe must be regarded as an essential means of transportation 
into the wilder sections of the wood and lake regions. In embarking, a 
canoe is first placed right side upon the ground, with one person at each 
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side at the center thwart. The canoe is then picked up by both persons 
at the center thwart, where it is balanced and carried stern first to 
the water. The stern is let down, the canoe is fed hand-over-hand along 
the gunwales into the water. The bow paddler holds the bow of the 
canoe to steady it, while the stern paddler walks down the center of the 
canoe to the stern, keeping his weight as low as possible, supporting 
himself by holding onto the gunwales. The stern now being heavier, raises 
the bow from the shore, so that the bow man can get in to push off. 
See Appendix for picture of canoe and its parts. 
Landing is the reverse procedure of embarking. Once the occupants 
are out the bow can be lifted from the water by two people, one on each 
side, and brought up hand-over-hand until the center thwart is reached. 
Here, the balance will allow the stern to come out of the water, and 
the canoe can then be carried to dry land, where it should be left right 
side up if portaging is to begin at once. At night, or for long periods 
on shore, a canoe should be turned upside down. 
Aluminum canoes are excellent. They will take a lot of battering 
and banging around, but ride well and are lighter than a canvas canoe. 
They are somewhat tinny, noisy, and temperature changes of the water can 
be felt. Air chambers keep the aluminum canoe afloat when upset, and it 
will usually right itself when upset. 
A canoe should be seventeen feet in length, with a depth of fourteen 
and one-half inches to ride rough water the best. The beam should be 
thirty-seven inches and the bottom reasonably flat. If the group feels 
that an outboard motor is necessary, keep in the one horsepower class, 
weight twelve to twenty pounds. Heavy motors sink upset canoes. 
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The pitch stroke is just as fast as the bow stroke in rapid water. 
It is far more efficient than the J stroke and allows the same distance 
in a day's travel with less energy. The zig-zag course is gone and it 
overcomes the slip of a canoe not always visable but there just the same. 
(See Appendix for description of pitch stroke). 
To go on ~ long canoe trip through rapids one should know the 
following strokes: pitch, sweep, draw, scull, J, bow, quarter sweep, 
backwater, bow rudder, cross bow and underwater (used in getting pictures 
or in shooting game). See "New Ways of the Wilderness" by C&lvin Rutstrum 
or "Canoeing A-Z" by Ruth Elvedt, for how to do a stroke. 
An extra paddle should be carried. A bow paddle should come just 
under the chin of an individual when standing resting the blade of the 
paddle on the ground in front of him. A stern paddle should come to the 
eyes. Do not get the blade too wide. Get one of medium width, having 
blade edges straight with a somewhat squared end. If the paddles are to 
be used for portaging, see that they do not have a sharp ridge from the 
handle along the middle of the upper blade. White ash, hard maple and 
white spruce are good woods for paddles. 
Be sure to put the canoe in the water to load to avoid the risk of 
breaking ribs or planking. Put the heavy duffel on the bottom, weight 
just far enough aft of center to make the bow ride a few inches higher 
than stern. Bedding and lighter equipment should be placed on top. 
Lunch should be easily accessible. To be assured of a well-balanced 
craft, the center of gravity must be kept as low as possible. Duffel 
above the gunwales offers resistance to the wind and tends to make the 
load top-heavy. Cover the duffel with waterproof tarpaulin lashed firmly 
and tied to the thwarts. 
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A person new to the woods should plan his trip so as not to have 
too many portages. It is a good practice to have help in lifting packs 
onto one's back. Some people prefer a tumpline. This is a two and one-
half inch wide strap for the forehead, to which two narrower eight foot 
leather straps or lines are attached. The head strap is placed high on 
the forehead, this enables a person to carry a little more than they 
could otherwise. 
Running rapids can be dangerous, so look them over carefully. Even 
experienced canoe men make portages around rapids that seemed no risk to 
run but are questionable. This is comm.on sense. 
Good canoeing involves: 
1. Skill in handling the paddle and manipulating the canoe. 
2. Knowledge of safety measures and the ability to conduct 
oneself in case of accident. 
3. Skill in portaging canoe and duff el. 
4. In river paddling, knowledge of rapids and skill in 
pulling and poling. 
PLANNING AND PREPARATION FOR THE TRIP 
A camping trip calls for thorough preparation. A written plan is 
very desirable. First of all the group must decide the kind of trip it 
would like to take. Then find out the possible locations, decide on one 
and learn as much about that location as possible. What kind of climate 
does it have? Is it flat or hilly? Where is a good starting point? How 
do you reach this destination? Are there cabins close to the starting 
point so the group could get a good night's rest before starting and when 
they return? Is there an equipment supply rental near by? What is the 
cost of renting equipment? Where can food be purchased and how expensive 
is it? 
Get the maps needed and mark the trip. Decide the transportation 
to be used to reach the starting point, and how long it will take to get 
there. Estimate the cost to get the group to the starting point. Make 
the necessary reservations for motels and rental of equipment, if equip-
ment is to be rented. 
What kind of clothing will one need? The prime considerations in 
selecting out-door clothing are protection, temperature control and 
freedom of movement. Clothing is worn in the woods as a means of protec-
tion against the elements and as a safeguard against illness and injury. 
Garments for the outdoors should therefore be well made and strong enough 
to withstand hard usage. At the same time, they should be soft and not 
too heavy. 
One needs: 
hat (comfortable and soft so it can be rolled up) 
two pair shoes (comfortable and in good condition, but not new) 
wool socks 
underclothes 
outer shirt (wool, soft and loosefitting) 
trousers 
knitted cap (important for sleeping comfort, although a 
scarf will serve to keep off ground drafts) 
pajamas (warm) 
wind-breaker (water repellent, with hood) 
jacket (warm) 
belt 
gloves (if going where it gets cold) 
toilet articles 
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An item of camp equipment suitable for the wilderness can best be 
judged by its limited weight and adaptability to a wide range of weather 
and practical use. 
Equipment needed: 
A tent to answer the severe requirements of all weather must have 
the following: It must provide protection for full cooking operations 
in rain over an open fire, protecting fire, cook, and paraphenalia. It 
must allow freedom and protection from rain and wind in eating meals. 
It must permit drying out clothes and camp equipment by an open fire 
during rain. It must reflect the heat of an open fire during low temper-
atures. It must keep out insects and, in some sections, reptiles. It 
should have a sewed-in floor. It must permit freedom and diversion during 
prolonged rains, allowing an open view of the waterfront during a rain, 
at the same time giving protection. It must be quickly convertible to meet 
sudden changes in wind and driving rain. It must allow ample freedom for 
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storing equipment during the night without hampering sleeping quarters. 
It must be light and not occupy much space in the pack or duffel bag. 
The "A" tent can be used fairly well in a convertible manner as an 
all-around tent. Plastic made materials have proven unsatisfactory. The 
best material is Egyptian cotton sail cloth. A tent seven feet long and 
five and one-half feet wide is good, with a convertible feature providing 
additional area. 
It is good to have a sleeping bag. It can be manufactured or home 
made. Cotton and other vegetable fibers are the coldest, silk and wool 
warmer, fur and feathers warm.est of all. Down is light weight, can be 
rolled compactly, is soft, snug and warm. The sleeping bag should have 
a slip cover in order to keep the bag clean. Some sleeping bags have 
pillows made with them. 
If one must use blankets fairly loose woven wool blankets are best. 
Army blankets are tightly woven and not very good. 
Use mattress and pillow? Yes, it is very important that one is 
comfortable. There are a nl.mlber of kinds of air mattresses that fold 
into small light bundles. Get one with inner diagonal bracing. Take a 
rubber patch kit in case the mattress gets a hole. If the sleeping bag 
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does not have a pillow, take a small foam rubber pillow; this will add 
greatly to one's night of sleep. 
A poncho (a cloak like a blanket with a slit in the middle for the 
head) can be used for many purposes: for protection against rain, as a 
ground cloth under one's sleeping bag to help keep out the dampness, to 
cover packs or as a fly to supplement the shelter. 
If a powerful light is wanted, a gas lantern is good. If flashlights 
are used, get the ones with a light on the side and take extra batteries. 
Use heavily waterproofed canvas packsack with shoulder and head 
straps and a waterproof sealer safety cloth. The pack should allow access 
to the contents without completely undoing it. The author likes the 
Norwegian Ruck Sack which has a fitted bar that rides just about the top 
of one's hips. The wearer's posture when carrying a pack should be 
straight up and down, not leaning forward or backward. Arms should hang 
straight at the sides and the pull of the straps should be straight down 
the body. 
Two burner gasoline camp stoves are worthy of consideration for 
use in wet weather, or where there is little wood to warm the tent. 
caution should be taken to check ventilation when using a camp stove 
inside a tent. If prefered, one may use a Premus or Swedish pressure 
stove. It delivers a great deal of heat and is a one burner weighing 
about two pounds and burns kerosene. 
Each camper needs a jacknife with a three and one-half inch blade. 
A sheath knife with a smooth thin blade about four and one-half 
inches to five inches long is desirable. 
Axes should be of good quality tough steel, straight-grained hickory 
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handle and kept very sharp. They should be properly sheathed when not 
in use. Do not use a three quarter size axe because it is too dangerous. 
Use a full sized axe, but with a head weight of three or three and one-
half pounds. Hand axes should be of good quality tough steel, also. 
Other pieces of equipment needed are these: 
magnetic compass 
four inch whetstone (one side fine, other side medium) 
seven inch mill file (to sharpen axes and knives) 
trench shovel (folding army surplus is fine) 
farmers matches (waterproofed by pouring paraffin over them) 
sawblade (Eddie Bauer, Alaskan Outfitter, Spokan, Washington, 
has a Swedish sawblade that can be rolled up and put 
in one's pack sack, then used with a bent sapling) 
rope 
binders twine 
canvas bucket (very handy, without a wire ring around the lip) 
canvas washbasin (nice, but not necessary) 
water bag (heavy, porous material) 
whisk broom (clean tents) 
bug repellent (one kind is a burning powder put in cones or 
sticks - dandy when taking a bath) 
metal mirror 
s.o.s. cleaners 
camera 
fishing equipment 
The following is a list of the minimum needs in cooking utensils: 
six quart aluminum cooking pail 
four quart aluminum cooking pail 
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two quart aluminum cooking pail 
frying pan (steel or cast iron) 
reflector oven 
mixing can or milk shaker 
eight inch aluminum mixing pan 
aluminum bowls 
aluminum or Swedish enamelwear plates and cups 
forks 
spoons 
mixing spoons 
dish towel 
dish rag 
sponge (for cleaning and bailing canoe) 
heavy sacking, or burlap, four feet square (will provide 
refrigeration for perishables) 
If buying equipment, look into ''The Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, 
808 Seventeenth Street,, N.W.,, Washington, D. C." 
"How to Live in the Woods" by Homer Halsted, is an excellent book 
on equipment. 
Some of the food supplies needed can be brought from home, but for 
the most part they should be purchased near to one's primitive starting 
point. In some cases there are little backwoods trading posts where one 
can restock supplies in the woods (be sure to check). 
All menus should be planned and tested before starting the trip. 
Dehydrated foods are used a great deal and they are good now. They should 
not be soaked overnight only about thirty minutes. 
Below are some food suggestions that have been used successfully 
in pioneer camping: 
fruits 
potatoes 
sweet potatoes 
carrots 
spinach 
turnip greens 
mustard greens 
onions 
cabbage 
celery (only good used in soup) 
may be purchased in 
dehydrated form 
eggs - dehydrated (carry in a double paper bag inside a 
paraffined cloth bag) 
sugar (take lots, supplement with saccharine) 
salt (iodized) 
pepper 
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vegetable soup mixes (easy to prepare, but soups are not 
enough to get one's teeth into on the 
trail. If cooked and prepared as heavy 
soups or stews they are better for the 
wilderness) 
oatmeal (for breakfast and can be used in breads - cooks quickly) 
beans - except the bean powders, require too much time to cook 
peas - take too long to cook. Pea flour is a better choice. 
(It is quickly prepared in a thick soup. Compressed 
into stick form, sold under the name "Erbswurst. 11 
soybean flour 
J paraffined cloth bag. Put in paper bag's and then in enriched white flour cake flour 
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cheese (Will mold on an extended trip but use as long as can. 
Sew small packages of cheese tightly in cheesecloth 
and dip them in paraffin.) 
corn starch (use for puddings) 
cinnamon 
vanilla 
lard and vegetable fats (put in friction topcan - bake as much 
as possible instead of fry - use 
grease from bacon) 
meats (Side bacon, Canadian bacon and canned meats chief meat. 
Ham spoils in short time but is good for a start. Bacon 
and ham should first be wrapped in parchment paper -
grease-proof paper, and then in cloth bag.) 
coffee (carried in a friction top can) 
tea 
dehydrated milk 
fruit juices 
cool aid 
cocoa 
prepared breakfast food (very bulky, so only take a small 
amount, if any) 
corn meal (makes a tasty hot cereal, fry fish and makes good 
breads) 
rice 
margarine 
butter Tubes and packets are compact, 
jam lightweight, and add that certain 
mustard dash to many a dish. 
ketchup 
bittersweet chocolate (does not make one so thirsty as milk 
chocolate) 
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canned bread and cake (keep well, are fairly lightweight, and 
are now readily available) 
naptha soap 
detergent (in sack) 
bon ami (\ bar to keep reflector, etc. clean) 
toilet paper 
Prepare a trail packet by putting all dry ingredients for a particular 
dish in a plastic ~ag. 
If the trip is a long one take along some vitamin tablets. 
Most items should be carried in a paraffined cloth bag. 
"Cooking Scale 
1 fistful - \ cup 
1 five finger pinch - \ teaspoon 
1 three finger pinch - 1/8 teaspoon 
1 7 to 10 'handfuls' of water - 1 tea cupful" 
Q!!:! £!!! Use of Equipment 
Check the tent for holes. Never put a tent away when it is damp. 
Jack knife is a folding blade and is used chiefly for whittling. 
Sheath knife does not fold, used for preparing meals - serves 
function of the butcher knife in the kitchen. Often carried in a leather 
sheath at the hip. 
A dull knife -won't do its -work and is dangerous. A whetstone and 
file should be used to sharpen knives. 
1 
James Austin Wilder, Jack-Knife Cookery (New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1929). 
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"Rules for sharpening knife: 
1. Place the stone on a level surface 
2. Wet the stone with a little water 
3. Place the blade of the knife flat on the stone, then raise 
the back edge just a little. It does no good to grind it 
flat on the stone. The back edge should be raised about 
the width of the blade, keeping the cutting edge on the 
stone. 
4. Draw the knife straight back toward you, or move it straight 
back and forth, as shown by the arrows in the drawing, 
putting pressure on it only when you pull it toward you. 
This is always better than moving it in circular fashion. 
5. Turn the blade over and repeat on the other side. 
6. Finish off on the sole of your shoe. 111 
It will take a half hour to sharpen a dull knife, but once sharp, 
a minute a day will keep it in good shape. If the knife is hard to open, 
oil the hinge. When the blade is dirty, clean it with a little oil. 
Whittling skill: The ability to handle a jack-knife is one of the 
most valuable skills of camping. Hold the knife in the palm of the hand, 
1sernard s. Mason, The Junior Book of Camping and Woodcraft (New 
York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1943), pp. 4-5. 
wrap fingers around the handle, and lock thumb over the index finger. 
The thumb should not be placed on the back of the blade. 
Rules for handling the knife: 
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1. Whittle away from the body. Always keep the other hand 
behind the knife. 
2. To make shavings, place the end of the stick on something 
solid (not the knee). Don't slash away at the stick - it 
takes steady pressure and long even strokes. Cut the 
shavings long and thin. The knife always wants to slip 
off, leaving the shavings short and stubby. To prevent 
this, press inward a little after the shaving is started, 
continuing to press in as the end is neared. 
3. To cut a branch in two, always make a diagonal cut, never 
a right-angled one. Easy this way. Next to impossible to 
cut straight into it. If the stick is thick, cut a notch 
and keep enlarging it, then cut a similar notch on the 
opposite side until the tllX> meet. 
4. To point a stick, do not put the thumb directly on the end, 
unless you want to cut it off along with the stick! Place 
it to one side of the stick. To point it roughly, extend 
the stick away from the body and whittle toward the point. 
5. To trim the twigs off a branch, begin at the butt end and 
work toward the tip, cutting on the under side of the twigs. 
After the twig has been removed a second cut may be made 
in the opposite direction to smooth it up. 
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Grip the axe firmly. Slide the right hand down the handle on the 
downward stroke. Never swing an axe with both hands together; it is then 
off balance and out of control. The right hand should slide up and 
down with each swing. Deliver the blows in a series of three. The first 
stroke cuts into the top of the log, the second into the bottom, and the 
third in the center to remove the chip. An angle of about forty-five 
degrees should be made. The notch should be as wide as the diameter of 
the log. 
Carry axe in a sheath or for a short distance with sharp edge 
turned outward away from body, grasping the handle a few inches back of 
the head. 
Keep the axe sharp, handle tight, off the ground, clear ground 
around where it is being used, don't touch living trees (if possible), 
%est when tired, on-lookers stay back, pass axe head first. Use a 
chopping block, don't support wood with foot. Get a level and solid 
footing. 
In using a hand axe, grasp the end of the handle firmly with one 
hand. Use sharp firm blows rather than pecking. Make diagonal cuts. 
Keep legs well separated, so if the hand axe slips it will not go into 
the chopper's leg. 
How to pick a campsite! Trees and shade and beautiful scenery; 
these alone do not make a campsite. A poor site can cause unnecessary 
discomfort and, under certain conditions, prove dangerous. Hazards that 
cannot be removed should be avoided. 
Avoid: 
1. Insect-infested lowlands 
2. Snake infested rocky ledges 
3. A site with contaminated drinking water 
4. A river canyon which is subject to "flash" floods 
5. A site which is studded with lightning targets 
6. Don't camp on sandy beaches, one will eat, sleep and 
lose things in it. 
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Of course one wants a beautiful, shady, woodsy spot, but there are 
more important things for which to look. 
down. 
1. Pick a place where firewood is handy 
2. Near the edge of water, with an accessible landing 
3. Near supply of pure water 
4. Elevated ground if possible with natural drainage 
5. Place flat enough for the tents, free from stones and roots 
6. Trees and shade are handy but need to get some sunlight 
exposure 
7. Don't pitch the tent under a big tree 
8. Beware of oak trees. The drippings from them will rot the 
tent and small holes will appear all over the roof. 
9. An open clearing behind a windbreak of small timber is an 
excellent location for protection against wind and storm. 
Face the tent east or south, sudden storms usually come 
from the southwest. 
A good camper will begin looking for a campsight well before sun-
The secret of packing the equipment is to get the small items into 
larger units before placing duffel in the pack. Example - put all socks 
in a little bag, do the same with other clothes. Heavy objects in the 
pack should be distributed evenly throughout, so that the camper will not 
be pulled backwards by the weight of too many objects packed on the far 
side of the pack. Soft articles, such as a sweater or jacket, should be 
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placed at the back or near side to protect the hikers' back. Gear should 
be packed as firmly as possible so there will be no shifting or "joggling" 
while the hiker is walking or climbing. When there is not enough gear 
to fill a rucksack, the pack can be made firm and the gear packed lightly 
by wrapping cord around the sack and the frame or board. Articles needed 
often should be placed in the outside pockets or in the top of the duffel 
bag. 
Knowing in advance, as far as possible, what might or can happen 
during a camping trip will help to avoid accidents and injuries and often 
illness. 
"Trips that are carefully planned and supervised will bring happy 
people home. Accidents rob campers of good adventure. A broken arm or 
leg on a mountain hike is the end of the adventure. There is no fun in 
l 
severe sunburn, bruises and contusions and sprains and strains." 
Safety is essentially synonymous with skill. As one gains mastery 
over certain skills, they have fewer accidents. There is safety in the 
proper use of equipment, and equipment in good condition. Learn to 
recognize poison ivy. Plan well balanced meals. Take food that doesn't 
spoil easily. On wilderness trails, canoeing, etc., stay with the group, 
don't get separated. 
First aid supplies should include: scissors, tweezers, bandages, 
cotton, bandaids, burn ointment, aspirin, needles, chlorazene tablets 
(to purify water), alkalizing agent for stomach, and boric acid. 
1 
The Center for Safety Education Division of General Education, 
New York University, f!!E_ Safety Digest. 
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For mosquito, bee or wasp stings, crush into a poultice and apply 
to the stung area either orange and yellow jewelweed or mud. One should 
never attempt to pull off a wood tick (it buries its head in the skin). 
A little kerosene, alcohol or a solution of nicotine and warm watter placed 
upon it will cause it to release its hold and drop off. For indigestion 
take one half teaspoon baking soda dissolved in cold water. A thick 
solution of baking soda is good for bites, it relieves itching. Nettle 
sting soon wears off, no harm results. One of the best protections 
against chiggers is to rub ankles, neck, wrists and waistline with kero-
sene. After one gets them, ether held over the spot will sometimes kill 
them. Finger nail polish also works. 
A trip schedule should be planned so that in the event of an 
accident a searching party can find the group. 
The ability to find one's way is not instinctive. It became obvious 
that man must have clues in order to travel in a straight line. The wind 
on one side of one's face can direct a course. The sun on one part of 
the body can do the same. The contour of the ground is another clue. 
The sun and stars are the best guides of all. 
One needs a good magnetic compass and a working knowledge of how 
to use it. A good type is a cruiser's model. One needs to distinguish 
between true north and the pointing of the compass point. 
Assume that one is camped on the shore of a large lake. While at 
camp, observe two distant landmarks that can be identified on the map. 
Then draw lines across the map so they will pass through each of these 
points in the directions indicated by the compass. The camp is located 
where these lines cross. 
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Cover the maps with waterproof cement or transparent varnish if 
used every day. Maps not only help one to find his way but help find 
good camping spots. 
It is important to know a few trail signs. Mark a trail as one 
goes along so if it is necessary to return, it is easy to find the way. 
this is the road turn right tum left danger 
cO 8 
grass 
'1l 1( 11 
sticks or ~ long ~ ~ ~ ~ 
There are a number of kinds of fires built according to what they 
are to be used for. One doesn't build a fire by heaping a bunch of 
leaves together and lighting a match. The usual cause of failure is lack 
of experience. Before lighting a fire have tinder, kindling, and fire-
wood ready. Then build a little pyramid of shavings and bark. When the 
timder is burning well, put on a few small sticks, laid slanting toward 
the peak. Don't pile them too thick - allow for a circulation of air. 
Don't add larger wood until there is a strong blaze. 
When gathering wood these types are needed: Tinder - something 
that lights very easily such as birchbark, shaving clusters, twigs or 
fuzz-stick, (leaves do not because they often are damp!). Kindling -
small sticks that burn readily (softwood such as evergreens, basswood, 
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fuzz-stick 
box elder, tulip and sumac) are good. Firewood or fuel (hardwood such 
as hickory, ash, white oak, and beech) are good. When the wood is brought 
into camp it should be sorted and placed in a wood pile according to size. 
HrJt! 
tinder fuel 
When wood is wet it will burn once a fire is going well. Use small 
dead limbs from standing trees (they dry faster), paraffine, birch bark, 
resinous pitch in pine knots or chips of fat pine chopped from old stumps 
which ignite readily and burn. Avoid use of inflammable liquids to start 
a fire. 
Star fire or lazy man's fire is often used in the evening. This 
is when the fire is burn~ well, long hardwood sticks are placed into 
the fire so that long ends radiate from center. Stickers are pushed into 
the fire saving extra chopping. 
The three most used fires are tepee, crisscross, and hunters fire. 
Tepee - build a foundation fire of tinder and continue 
I 
to put sticks on slanting them toward the peak. It is 
a quick hot fire good for boiling. Crisscross - a solid 
fire that will burn to coals. Very good for cooking. 
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Hunter-trapper fire - A long narrow fire that one can set a number of 
pots on. 
Hunter-Trapper 
See Appendix for other types of fires. 
Always be sure to put the fire out before leaving. It is better 
to sprinkle water on a fire than it is to pour it on. The entire fire 
is dampened and thus put out. One should be able to put his hand on the 
ashes. This is a sure way to tell that the fire is out. 
nFirst a curl of birch bark dry as it can be,, 
Then some twigs of softwood, dead,, but on a tree, 
Last of all some pine - knots to make the kettle foam, 
And there's a fire to make you think you're setting right at home." 
by Ernest Thompson Seton in Two Little Savages. 1 
There is something about cooking camp meals over an outdoor fire 
that gives added flavor to food and stimulates the appetite. While the 
principle of cooking food at home or in camp is fundamentally the same, 
the methods are different. The biggest difference is the fire. In the 
\iason, ~· cit.,, p. 50. 
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woods, the fire will be at one time all flame and at another time all 
coals. The success of the camp meals will depend to a great degree upon 
the ability of the fire builder and upon the cook's judgment in adjusting 
his pots and pans at a proper distance from the flames or coals. 
Fire for frying or broiling should consist of a bed of glowing 
coals. Boiling or baking uses a blaze, but not a large fire. Roasting 
uses a large fire. Bear in flames on each side to hold juices in. Don't 
salt till last - dries food out. Cut fried foods down to the minimum 
and avoid stomach trouble. 
It is a good practice to have two meals a day, with a light lunch 
of sandwiches, cheese, fruits, nuts, raisins, etc. Recipes should not 
be included until tried at home. 
The simplest of outdoor cooking is stick cooking (hot dogs, pioneer 
drumsticks, bread twists, etc.). The next simplest is the one pot meal 
of which stew is a good example. 
A crane of t'WO crotched sticks with a pole across is a good way to 
cook. Hang kettles from little crotched sticks hung on main pole, or 
make notches in pole. 
Please see Appendix for description of cooking sticks, other kinds 
of cooking, and helpful utensils that can be made to be used with a camp 
fire. 
It is suggested that in starting out on a trip, do not over-eat the 
first day or two. Let the system get accustomed to the water and the 
over-stimulation of the fresh air and exercise. 
'While simplicity is desirable, it is well to watch the balance in 
diet so that this is not sacrificed for the sake of convenience. 
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Lashing is used instead of nailing. One uses it to make tables, 
wash stands, latrine and many other things. A clove hitch is generally 
used to start lashing. Bring rope end around pole. Lay it over the 
rope itself. Bring end once more around the pole, carry the end under 
the rope itself. 
Square lashing joins two sticks together at right 
angles. 
A diagonal lashing joins two sticks in the form 
of an X. 
Sheer or round lashing joins two sticks along 
the length of one. 
Continuous lashing holds several small sticks at 
right angles to a long stick. 
See Appendix for how to lash. 
A camping trip calls for thorough preparation. A wtitten plan is 
important, one may add articles or take off articles as the need arises. 
Use a check list to make sure important things aren't left behind. 
Before going camping be sure to have a check up with the doctor. 
Only people in good health should go camping. 
Along with all the outdoor beauty, the camper now can have all the 
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comforts of home. One can purchase enough good outdoor equipment to 
last a lifetime for what it would cost to take a family of five on a two-
week vacation, living in motels or other rented accommodations and 
eating meals in restaurants, By all means practice camping skills before 
going. 
"He who has little or no experience whatever but who expresses a 
willingness to learn, scarcely ever fails to succeed. If he has any 
ability to do things with his hands, is of average intelligence and is 
open to suggestions, he learns amazingly fast. This also applies to 
women. 111 
1calvin Rutstrum, .!!.! Ways ,2!. the Wilderness (Minneapolis, Minnesota: 
Burgess Publishing Company, 1952), p. 3. 
SETTING UP CAMP 
As soon as the group arrives at the campsite everyone helps get the 
camp set up. There are a number of jobs to be done in setting up camp. 
The tents have to be put up, a fire area fixed, wood gathered, fire 
started, a kitchen set up, a garbage hole dug, a latrine dug, dinner 
started and beds prepared for night. There is a lot of hard work to be 
done but everyone has assigned jobs and many hands make short work of it. 
Soon camp is ready. "The unhandiest person in the world can at least 
carry firewood, peel potatoes, and bury garbage, without being coaxed or 
urged to do his share. He can also be cheerful and considerate of others; 
not only of their feelings but of their equipment as well. 111 
The best way to divide jobs is by a kaper chart. See Appendix. 
The tent committee should find a fairly level place with few rocks 
or roots. Clear spaces for tents, cut all stakes that will be needed 
and pitch the tents. Stretch the tent tight when putting it up. Loosen 
the tent when it rains (canvas shrinks). Don't touch the top of the 
tent when it is raining; this causes it to leak. Check for dead standing 
trees before pitching tent. Beds are made with the head highest. Trench-
ing along the edge of the tent is a must to keep the water out of the 
tent if it should rain. Mosquito netting or cheese cloth is needed to 
keep insects out of the tent. 
A central place should be chosen for the fire. It should be in a 
cleared area with no tree branches overhead. A fire circle of rocks 
1 Homer Halsted, How !e, Live in ~Woods (Boston: Little, Brown 
and Company, 1948). 
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should be made. The wood gatherers should make a wood pile close to 
the fire area. It takes at least three times as much fuel to keep the 
fire going all n~ght as one would expect• It is usually slow and cold 
gathering more wood at 2 or 3:00 A.M., so gather enough for the night. 
"It has been our observation that the lazy man's way is often 
the best way in the woods. When he gathers wood for his fire, he 
gathers enough for the night so he won't have to interrupt his fireside 
loafing • .,l 
The fire builders should get the fire started so that it will be 
ready as soon as the food is ready to be cooked. 
The cooks should fix a work table and lay out the supplies so that 
they can easily get to them as they are preparing the meal. 
A garbage hole should be dug a little way from camp and deep enough 
that it can be well covered after ghe garbage is put in. Flatten any 
tin cans that are being thrown away; this takes less space. 
The latrine should be dug a short way from camp. Lash a seat, fix 
a place for the toilet paper and cover with a tin can or something to keep 
it dry. Leave the shovel there as every bit of excreta should be 
covered with dirt or sand. Fix a screen or cover by putting a ground 
cloth or tarpaulin around it. It is a good idea to hang a light just 
outside the latrine to show the way in the dark. 
Each person should be responsible for fixing his own bed. If there 
is a slight slant to the land be sure and put the head of the bed at the 
top or higher part. 
1weaver and Merrill, Camping Can be ~ (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1948). 
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The use of soap and water is one of the signs of civilization. 
Just because one is in the woods he mustn't feel that he has to live 
like an animal, and what's more, smell like one. Keep clean by bathing 
frequently. If that isn't possible where one is, vigorous use of a 
wash cloth, soap and water will help. Take care of blisters, cuts and 
other injuries, and repair clothing before going to bed. 
After eating a good meal, clean the dishes and store the food 
away. Safeguarding the food supply is very important. The porcupine is 
perhaps the most destructive of the marauding animals. His particular 
craving for salt and grease prompts him to gnaw anything flavored with 
the salt of human perspiration. Canoe paddles, axe handles, and leather 
boots are among his favorite tidbits. 
Coons, squirrels and field mice will gnaw through heavy canvas bags 
and packs if their keen sense of smell detects food therein. 
An elevated food cache, hoisted by a pulley is very good. Food 
preservation from spoiling may be done by burying it in the ground covered 
with logs and wet evergreen boughs, a cache with a wet gunney sack over 
it or stored in water-tight containers and iumersed in a spring or lake. 
When the work is done for the evening it is very enjoyable to sit 
around the campfire, talk about the events of the day, tell experiences 
of past camping trips and sing. There is real peace and very good fellow-
ship here! 
At bedtime: 
1. Be sure all equipment and supplies are put up. 
2. Turn the pots and kettles upside down, the wind won't 
blow them away. 
3. Put the fire out. 
4. Put shoes in the tent, upside down and eye glasses 
in the shoes. 
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5. Take off all clothes and put on pajamas. One will sleep 
cold in clothes. It is dampness that keeps a person cold 
and daytime clothes have absorbed dampness. The colder 
the night, the more important it is to take them off. 
6. Put underwear and other cotton clothing under the blanket. 
May be put under blanket at one's head to substitute for 
a pillow. 
7. Put flashlight where it can be found instantly. 
8. If it is raining hard, close up the tent tight. Plenty 
of fresh air will come through the canvas. 
Good housekeepers clean the tent floor, air the tent and bedding 
every day. Keep supplies and equipment picked up and put up when not in 
use. Wash dishes with very hot water to be sure to get them clean. Use 
a toothpaste hole so as not to have toothpaste foam all over everywhere. 
Keep personal belongings gathered up. 
Campers may occupy a camp for a season or only overnight. If some-
thing doesn't suit them, they can move on. Campers often find a good 
camp and establish it as a base camp, coming back to it each evening. 
By doing this, a camp can be fixed up by lashing tables, benches, fixing 
storage for equipment, making browse beds, making hangers, shoe racks 
and other conveniences, and cooking aids. See Appendix for details. 
"It is a rule of the trail that no one shall grumble about the 
unavoidable. The load on the portage is as heavy for one as for another, 
and if the trail is rough, it offers no preferences. Each has his work 
to do and his burden to bear; and grumbling does not render the work more 
pleasant, nor lighten the burden. It will have no effect on mosquitoes 
or black flies. The grumbler throws a part of his burden upon the 
shoulders of the others, without lightening his own load in the least, 
and in this he is selfish. 111 
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All cam.ping trips should have recreational activities. A dip in 
the lake on a hot afternoon is invigorating and refreshing and seldom 
fails to build up an exceptional appetite for the evening meal. One 
should have a life saver in the group and should be very careful of the 
bottom in the place where one swims. 
Paddle the shoreline to observe wildlife, or portage over the hill 
to that small chain of lakes shown on the map. 
Occasional afternoon or even an entire day spent exploring helps to 
build up a feeling of ease and confidence in the outdoors. Leisure hikes 
through the woods to some hidden spots are fun. Opportunity to get a 
collection of woodland shots and bits of wildlife for a camp album is 
available. 
Try one's skill at fishing;paddle into a quiet cove and throw the 
line among the lily pads. 
ENJOY THE BEAurY OF NATURE! 
1wallace, .2£• .£!:!. 
BREAKING CAMP 
Breaking camp is just the opposite of setting up camp. Everyone 
has his job, and camp is broken quickly. Each person is responsible for 
his own personal belongings and sleeping bag. AB soon as the tents are 
emptied they can be taken down. They should be shaken well and folded. 
Never fold while damp if it can be avoided. 
Burn all trash, dump last of the garbage in the hole and fill it 
in. Pack all supplies and equipment. Fill in latrine. Cut down all 
lashing. Be sure the fire is out. 
"1/10 of all fires are started by careless campers who build their 
camp fires too large or leave them without being positive that all 
sparks are out."l 
Messy camp sites are found only too frequently, and are a disgrace. 
Good camping is not bumming, the wilderness is beautiful, see that it is 
left the same way. 
1 Arthur H. DesGrey, Camping (New York: The Ronald Press Campany, 
1950). 
CONCLUSION 
A trip like this will not only give one joy while it is being 
experienced, but will offer many pleasant hours of remembering, 
reminiscing with other members of the family and telling others about it. 
Through camping, people find opportunity for satisfaction of their 
basic desires - affection, achievement, recognition, security and new 
experiences. Family camping represents a natural grouping in which 
members are drawn closer together through shared happiness. Camping leads 
to good fellowship. It brings out the best in man, and the worst. 
Primitive camping should be an important part of good family 
recreation. 
''Who can measure the silence of the deep woods, the peace of the 
out-of-doors, the spirit of brotherhood that dwells in such surroundings? 
Can one hope to recapture that priceless moment when sleeping under the 
countless stars, one felt a nearness to Things Eternal and caught a 
fleeting glimpse of the true power and majesty of God?"l 
1charles R. Jenkins, "Camping's Worth Cannot be Measured," Camping 
Magazine (March, 1959), p. 54. 
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APPENDIX 
Rucksack 
Tump 1 ine and 
Pack 
PACKS 
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Pack Basket 
Sawbuck Saddle 
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Gunwhale 
Pitch Stroke: 
"In simple theory, the blade of the paddle passes through the water 
much the same as an aeroplane propeller blade passes through the air, but 
with less pitch for normal travel. The slight pitch put on the paddle 
prevents the canoe from veering as in the J stroke and keeps the canoe 
going on a straight course. The steering operation is thus absorbed in 
the simple straight back movement of the paddle. 
When this stroke is first tried, due to overdoing the pitch angle, 
the tendency of the paddle is to run under or against the canoe. This is 
easily offset by proper pitch and using the paddle slightly more on a 
slant than is used on the Bow or the J stroke - a more comfortable and 
natural angle from the position of the paddler in relation to the canoe. 
As the stroke is developed, this angle is reduced; and it will be found 
that the pitch first used was far too much. When the exact amount of 
pitch is finally learned the run of the paddle to the canoe is lost 
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entirely, since a slightly outward tension is naturally developed. 111 
Fires: 
For a reflector fire, drive two stakes in the ground leaning 
slightly backwards and then pile about four logs (green) against them. 
Wall of logs should face the wind. A reflector is used for baking, 
roasting or heat. The reflector oven should be placed about six inches 
from the small active fire. It is wise to keep a handful of small dry 
sticks on hand for the final browning of the top of the baking just before 
it is removed from the fire. 
A trench fire, when logs nor stones are at hand, one can dig a 
trench to make a hunter-trapper fireplace. 
Fire Altar for Cooking 
1Rutstrum, .21!.• .£!!., p. 34. 
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Camp Crane: 
Crane is used to hang several pots over the fire. Consists of two 
uprights and a cross-pole. Three foot high is about right. 
Waugan: 
A long stick to hold a pot over the fire. 
{ 
' 
I 
Pothooks: 
One should have several, all different lengths, so pots can be 
raised higher or lowered nearer the fire as need be. Make a notch for 
the kettle on the same side as the fork. This is necessary because a 
pothook hangs crooked when placed on the lug-pole, the bottom swings over 
toward the forked side. When the notch is on the forked side, the 
weight of the kettle pulls the pothook down straight. Pothook should 
be chopped off just above the fork. If it is cut higher 
it will hang more crooked. It can also be used for 
lifting hot kettles. 
Good 
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Kabobs 
Broilers 
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Square Lashing - Tie clove hitch to vertical stick at one end of 
cord, slipping knot around so that the long length of the cord pulls 
directly out from the knot. Be sure to pull back against the knot so 
the knot is tightened. 
Bind sticks together, by passing the cord down in front of horizon-
tal stick (B), under A, up and over B on the other side, and under A, 
coming out at the place where the clove hitch was ended. Repeat this 
winding several times, following the first turns, and pulling tightly, as 
the cord is made to lie neatly beside previous turns. Be sure to follow 
the "square" that is made, and do not cross the cord over the center of 
the sticks, either on the top or underneath. 
When the sticks are firmly bound, tighten the binding with a frapp-
ing. This is done by winding the cord between the two sticks, so the 
first binding is pulled tighter together. 
End by joining the ends by a square knot. Clip off, and tuck the 
ends underneath the lashing. 
{~.~\e 
~-,-u 
·- Front view Back view Frapping 
Diagonal Lashing - Place sticks in position, forming an X, and hold them 
in this position continually. Make a clove hitch around the two sticks, 
as shown. Make three or four turns around one fork, then three or four 
turns around the other fork, pulling tightly. Frap,end as in a square 
lashing. 
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Sheer or Round Lashing - Place sticks in desired 
position. Start with a clove hitch around one stick. 
Take several turns around both sticks, making sure 
the turns lie tightly and neatly beside each other. 
Frap, and end with a square knot. 
Continuous Lashing - Have sticks cut and ready, long ones the desired 
length, short ones the size desired for the width of the finished article, 
and approximately all the same diameter. Mark or notch the long stick 
at even intervals where the small sticks will be lashed, to make the 
small sticks fit into place. Take a cord approximately four times longer 
than the long stick. Start with a clove hitch at one end of the long 
stick at the middle of the cord, so there are equal lengths on either side 
of the long stick. Place this hitch, so that the ends of the cord pull 
the knot tight, as they come up from the under side of the long stick. 
Bringing the cords around from this knot, pull them over the first small 
stick, following the lines of the long stick. Pull down and under, cross-
ing the cord on the under side of the long stick, and coming up again, 
ready to bind the second small stick. Pull cords over the second small 
stick in the same manner, following the lines of the long stick, going 
under, crossing underneath the long stick, and coming up ready for the 
third stick. Continue, pulling tightly at each small stick. End with 
square knot. 
f~ 
c: .: : :·:i 
c:: ::: :z 
t::: : : : ' :::> Underneath 
Coat hanger 
Seat, or if higher, 
work bench 
Lash a cupboard 
for equipment 
Shoe rack 
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wash stand 
Table 
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KAPER CHART 
Wood Fire 
Jobs: Gatherer Builder Cooks Clean Up Packers 
Monday Betty Nancy Ted Jan Mary 
Bob Bill Doris Joe Jim 
Tuesday Mary Betty Nancy Ted Jan 
Jim Bob Bill Doris Joe 
Wednesday Jan Mary Betty Nancy Ted 
Joe Jim Bob Bill Doris 
Thursday Ted Jan Mary Betty Nancy 
Doris Joe Jim Bob Bill 
Friday Nancy Ted Jan Mary Betty 
Bill Doris Joe Jim Bob 
Browse beds are best when built of small spruce, balsam or cedar 
branchlets, about the size of one's hand, laid on edge. Start the first 
row and work back; slipping each newly applied branchlet onto the pre-
ceding row. 
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WHERE TO WRITE TO FIND GOOD PLACES FOR PRIMITIVE CAMPING 
Information concerning opportunities for camping, detailed maps, and 
canoe routes may be obtained from the following addresses: 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Califomia 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
District of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Department of Conservation, 
Montgomery. 
Alaska Game Commission, 
Juneau. 
State Game Warden, 
Phoenix. 
Game and Fish Comm.ission, 
Litt le Rock. 
Division of Fish and Game, 
San Francisco. 
State Game and Fish Department, 
Denver. 
Superintendent of Fisheries and Game, 
Hartford. 
Chief Game and Fish Warden, 
Dover. 
Metropolitan Police, 
Washington, D. c. 
Coumissioner of Game and Fresh Water 
Fish, Tallahassee. 
State Game and Fish Commission, 
Atlanta. 
Department of Fish and Game, 
Boise. 
Department of Conservation, 
Springfield. 
Division of Fish and Game, 
Indianapolis. 
State Conservation Comm.ission, 
Des Moines 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
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Director, Fish and Game Commission, 
Pratt. 
Director, Game and Fish Division, 
Frankfort. 
Commissioner Conservation, Court 
Building, New Orleans. 
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries 
and Game, Augusta. 
State Game Warden, Munsey Building, 
Baltimore. 
Director, Division of Fisheries 
and Game, 15 Ashburton Place, 
Boston. 
Director, Department of Conservation, 
Lansing. 
Department of Conservation, 
St. Paul. 
Director of Conservation, 
Jackson. 
Conservation Commission, 
Jefferson City. 
State Fish and Game Warden, 
Helena. 
Game, Forestation and Parks 
Commissioner, Lincoln. 
State Fish and Game Commission, 
Reno. 
Fish and Game Department, 
Concord. 
Secretary, Board of Fish and Game 
Commissioners, Trenton. 
State Game Warden, 
Santa Fe. 
Department of Conservation, 
Albany. 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
Division of Game and Inland 
Fisheries, Raleigh. 
Game and Fish C0111D.issioner, 
Bismarck. 
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Division of Conservation and Natural 
Resources, Columbus. 
Game and Fish Conmission, 
Oklahoma City 
Game Commission, 616 Oregon 
Building, Portland. 
Game Commissioners, 
Harrisburg. 
Division of Fish and Game, State 
House, Providence. 
Chief Game Warden, 
Columbia. 
Game and Fish Commission, 
Pierre. 
State Director of Game and Fish, 
Nashville. 
Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission, 
Austin. 
Fish and Game Commissioner, 
Salt Lake City. 
Fish and Game Director, 
Montpelier. 
Commissioner Game, Inland Fisheries, 
Richmond. 
Department of Game, Smith Tower, 
Seattle. 
Conservation Conmission, 
Charleston. 
Conservation Director, 
Madison. 
State Game and Fish Commission, 
Cheyenne. 
Director, National Park Service, 
Merchandise Mart, 
Chicago 5, Illinois. 
Agricultural Department, 
u. s. Forest Service, 
Washington 25, D. c. 
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United States Lake Survey Office, 
630 Federal Building, 
Detroit 26, Michigan 
